Summer Term Curriculum Overview
English
Reading and Writing Skills (Phonics) – daily Read
Write Inc.
Twice weekly Book talk sessions











Exploring stories with a woodland setting
Retelling stories
Planning a story (story mountain)
Writing our own stories in a woodland setting
Following and writing instructions
Learning and reciting poems
Producing our own recounts (memories)
Diary entries
Sending emails
Acrostic Poems

Science
Plants
-Identify and name a variety of common wild and
garden plants, including deciduous and evergreen
trees
-Identify and describe the basic structure of a
variety of common flowering plants, including trees.
Seasonal Changes
Matching weather patterns to seasons, observing
weather

Topic
Enchanted Forest
Computing – We are storytellers (using puppet pals
on the IPad
Art and Design – Observational drawing/ Make a
house for a tiny magical creature/Tree Boggart
Music – Dinosaur rap, create a percussion
soundtrack
Science – Classifying plants
Memory Box
History – Timelines and family trees
Geography – Compare the physical geography of
Rutland to an area in a non-European country

Mathematics

Hedgehogs Class Year 1

Real PE – This term we will be covering the
following skills:
Coordination – sending and receiving
Agility – Reaction/Response
Agility – Ball chasing
Static balance – Floor work

Dance – Linked to fairy tales
Linking movements and
individually and with a partner

RE and PSHE
In Religious Education we will be exploring:
-How and why Hindu’s celebrate Diwali.
-What is the good news that Jesus brings?

PE
-

Number: Multiplication and division –
Making equal groups, exploring arrays, making doubles,
grouping and sharing
Number: Fractions – Find a half, find a quarter
Geometry: Position and direction – Describe turns.
Describe position
Place Value (within 100) – Counting to 100, partitioning
numbers, comparing numbers, ordering numbers
Measurement: Money – Recognising coins and notes,
counting coins
Time – Before and after, dates, time to the hour, time
to the half hour, writing time, comparing time

sequences

In Personal, Social and Health Education we will be
exploring different kinds of feelings and how to
manage these.
Similarities and differences between people and
what makes us unique

both

Homework
Weekly – Sound practise, spellings and reading.
Plus one weekly homework task that could be English, Maths or Topic based.
Topic based activities could include:
A family walk in woodland (take some photographs to share), going on a tree hunt, making miniature homes for
fairies and pixies or planting some daisies, poppies or other wild flowers.

